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Electronic Arts Inc.BIOS Little known scandal
endangers Ontario Liberal leadership Jacquie
Henshaw, The Canadian Press Published Tuesday,
March 22, 2016 8:49AM EST Last Updated
Tuesday, March 22, 2016 3:49PM EST TORONTO
-- A little-known Conservative party effort to
organize a candidate challenge against Liberal
Leader Kathleen Wynne failed to materialize
before Wynne called a snap election last month,
but it could return in the fall. Liberal insiders say
the party intends to review its nomination rules
as the leadership race comes to its conclusion --
and worry that an attempt to "clean house" of
long-tenured MPs could cause problems by
creating a host of "distressed" candidates who
might not be able to win in the election. They
worry the initiative will leave a gaping hole in the
party's leadership roster, with only four of its 40
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MPs who have been in Ottawa for at least six
years eligible to run in the 2018 provincial
contest. "We are having a good look at it. I can't
say any more about it," said Wynne's campaign
co-chair, Patricia Sorbara. "I'm not going to say
what we are or are not doing." A new
Conservative leader will likely be chosen in late
April, and then the party will begin preparations
for a provincial election campaign that's expected
to be called before the end of the year. A party
president's committee will also be elected at the
same time, said a senior party official. The
regular election rules, which have been in place
since 2004, state that MP nominations are
triggered by a transfer of support by at least 40
per cent of the vote in the riding. Wynne has only
one MP with that level of support among the
Liberals' federal caucus, Wayne Easter, while
Finance Minister Charles Sousa is the only other
MP in the GTA with the necessary level of support
to trigger a nomination battle, insiders say. But
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the four incumbent Liberal MPs have only been in
their seats for about five years -- a relatively
short amount of time to establish loyalty from
their constituents. Sorbara said the Liberal MPs in
the party's current ridings have done an
"incredible job" to stay in touch with voters. And
that has often been difficult for opposition
parties,
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